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A 2012 Senate HELP Committee

Report, found that these schools, which can take nearly

overspend on advertisements and CEO
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many students unable

to find a job or repay their
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and
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report by the Center for Responsible Lending, released this week, found that Maine schools
issues faced by their national counterparts.

Our report uses data from the 2018 College Scorecard to provide a snapshot of for-profit colleges in
Maine. We compare the demographics, costs, and financial burdens for students after leaving school
institutions of higher learning in Maine. In order to

make an

apples—to-apples comparison,
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at

focused

our research on two- year programs, comparing for-profit two-year programs to those at public and
private non-profit schools.
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level for graduates ofa Maine formore than $21,000 for a two-year program, as opposed to less than $11,000 for
community college graduate. And about 68% of for-profit college students in Maine borrow to
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we found that Maine borrowers who attend for-profit schools struggle to repay their
Loan repayment rates measure what percentage of borrowers are able to pay even a
dollar on the principal of their loan each year. ln Maine, only about 44% of for-profit college
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borrowers are able to make those payments.5

The struggle to repay
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profit schools. In the fall of 2018,
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particularly acute for
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Economic Progress to survey Maine student loan borrowers about their debt.
data - we wanted to understand how their debt affects their everyday lives.

2
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US Department of Education (2016) https://s3.amazonaws.com/static.apps.cironline.org/doe/133.html
US Department of Education, College Scorecard, (updated 2018) https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/data/
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school, and
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79% have debt from
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that

to

groceries or gas because of the loan debt they incurred to attend a for-

skipped a necessary doctor's appointment or
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a prescription,

and a

full

23% have

faced garnishment of their tax return or wages to pay a student loan debt.
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the Federal Government Will Not

Despite the well-documented numerous problems and concerns with for-profit colleges, the U.S.

Department of Education

is

currently taking steps to

servicing abuses. For the past

two

years, the

industry interests at the expense of

roll

back existing protections against student loan

Department has engaged
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multiple efforts to protect

harmed students by undoing or weakening

federal regulations that

protect students from predatory for-profit colleges.“
l

In light

of the federal government's failure to
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fill
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l

from predatory practices by
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of,
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l

ultimately, resolve the abuses their residents face in

consumer marketplace. Abuses

in

connection with schools or student loans are no different. As with other issues facing their
citizens, state regulators bring

a specialized focus

to,

and appreciation for, the

daily challenges

experienced by students and borrowers. For from interfering with the Department and other
federal efforts to rein
state enforcement
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abuses, the record overwhelmingly demonstrates that state laws

complement and amplify
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(Oct. 23, 2017),

the state, and able to get access to

Title IV,

they must be a legitimate institution.

In this
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vote for a positive report on LD103. Thank you.
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